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Mower 918010
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SKU:918010

Price:$4099

Categories:Discounted, Gravely

Product Description

ZT X 52" Kohler Zero Turn Mower
Comfort meets precise power with the Gravely ZT X 52 Kohler Zero Turn Mower with a 52-inch cutting width.

With its intuitive Smart Choke easy starting technology, this mower’s Kohler engine delivers unmatched cutting 
power to get your job done right the first time. To ensure that power can be leveraged for seasons on end.

Gravely matches it with long-lasting durability; every riding mower in the Gravely ZT X and XL series yields 
fully-welded tubular framing that has been proven to outlast bolted frames you’ll find on other mowers. 
Combine that solid structuring with high-back spring seating and plush, adjustable armrests, and you might be 
so comfortable you’ll want to take your time grooming every inch of your property to your liking.

This kind of durability and all-day comfort– all at an amazing price point– is a great zero turn option for those 
looking to take pride in and control of their own landscaping.

Feature Highlights

52-Inch, 3-Blade Mower Deck

Boasting an 11-gauge welded steel design and Warner electric blade activation, this 4.5” deep deck serves up 
superior cuts, every time. With easy-to-operate mechanical foot lift and dial selector, not to mention the 17,000 
feet per minute blade tips speed, you can maneuver this machine around the tightest corners with ease and speed.

Fully Welded Tubular Frame

This fully-welded, pro-grade tubular frame is designed to last so you can deliver quality cuts season after season.

Plush High-Back Seat With Springs

It’s all smooth sailing with this smooth operator. A high backed chair and adjustable armrests guarantee all-day 
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support, while spring seating and plush details provide cloud-like comfort with every ride around the yard


